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ABSTRACT 32 

The use of complex emissions models such as EPA’s MOVES to estimate air 33 

pollution impacts transportation models is constrained by significant runtimes when 34 

multiple scenarios and large networks are considered. The ultimate goal of this work is to 35 

approximate the emissions estimations generated by the most advanced emissions 36 

estimations tool, MOVES, with a significantly lower run time and without compromising 37 

accuracy. Accuracy is important because a very small error in the emissions estimation 38 

can cause large overall errors when large network sizes and vehicular volumes are 39 

analyzed. Approximated emissions functions are developed for pollutant emissions for 40 

different vehicle types by running several scenarios of a sample network in MOVES, and 41 

integrated into a GIS-based tool, known as Assist-Me (1), that post-processes 42 

transportation model output. This allows for quick estimation of pollutant emissions from 43 

multiple scenarios or networks without encountering the computation time challenges of 44 

MOVES. Additionally, vehicle idling and its effect on air pollution are included in the 45 

estimation and analysis, which are found to be a significant component of total vehicular 46 

emissions. In this paper, the development of the pollutant estimation approximation 47 

functions is described, along with an example applied to two test networks. The results 48 

are generated both directly from MOVES runs and the distribution fit analysis tool 49 

developed in this study. Results are compared based on the estimated fit functions and are 50 

also compared with the previously used MOBILE estimation model. Finally, a discussion 51 

is presented on runtime and applicability to more complex networks. 52 

53 
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INTRODUCTION 54 

Motor vehicle emissions contribute significantly to air pollution and their estimation is a 55 

critical concern for planners and policymakers. In the United States, tools such as the US 56 

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) MOVES (MOtor Vehicle Emissions 57 

Simulator) (1), California Air Resources Board’s EMission FACtors (EMFAC) model 58 

(3), and the Comprehensive Modal Emissions model (CMEM) developed at the 59 

University of California (4) have been developed to predict and measure pollutant 60 

emissions from motor vehicles. These models estimate pollutants such as HC, CO, CO2, 61 

NOx, CH4, N2O, PM10, and PM2.5 from vehicles, based on several input parameters such 62 

as vehicle volumes and types, travel distances and speeds, and area-specific conditions 63 

such as temperature and humidity. 64 

A comparison between CMEM and MOVES was presented in (5) and a 65 

comparison between MOVES and EMFAC was presented in (6). The authors concluded 66 

that as a result of these new features, MOVES has become a superior analysis tool for 67 

emission modeling. MOVES, developed in 2010 and updated in 2012, replaced EPA’s 68 

previous emissions model for on-road mobile sources, MOBILE. Comprehensive 69 

analyses on the differences between MOVES and the latest version of MOBILE, namely 70 

MOBILE6, were presented in (7-13). These studies found that apart from the clear 71 

advantage of the new interface provided by MOVES, the advantages of MOVES over 72 

MOBILE included more accurate estimation of emission levels, database developments, 73 

and availability of default data. MOVES was found to be more sensitive to speeds and 74 

estimated higher emissions than MOBILE, with the exception of carbon monoxide (CO) 75 

emissions.  76 

 MOVES also includes an emissions analysis which includes vehicle idling. An 77 

analysis in (14) based on school bus activity data from GPS units found that, emissions 78 

for NOx are increased by 17%, 6% for PM10, 55% for HC, and 36% for CO, when idling 79 

is included in the total emission estimation. Therefore inclusion of idling emissions is a 80 

critical component of pollutant estimation when data is available. 81 

 However the significant run times of MOVES was found to be a drawback. 82 

MOVES requires very long run times to calculate emissions for large networks. As stated 83 

in (15), MOVES needs a long data development effort (months of preparation) and 84 

suffers from long run times (days of run) to estimate emissions. The study describes the 85 

amount of time needed to run only 1 scenario for 1 county without including the setup, 86 

pre-processing and post-processing, as up to 290 minutes per scenario per county and 87 

1450 minutes per scenario for 5 counties. EPA (16) states that running MOVES for 88 

emission rates for 1 county for 2 months (January and July) can take up-to 50-80 hours, 89 

depending on county temperature extremes, and requires 160 to 240 individual MOVES 90 

runs. 91 

 Based on the desire to apply MOVES to several scenario outputs from different 92 

transportation models, the motivation for this work is to approximate the results of 93 

MOVES with a significantly lower computational time. The objectives of this paper can 94 

be summarized as follows: 95 

 Compare estimated results from MOVES with the previous emissions model 96 

MOBILE.  97 
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 Approximate the results of the latest version of MOVES, namely MOVES2010b, 98 

with a lower computational time, by running several test scenarios with different 99 

vehicle types and speeds to develop approximation functions that estimate 100 

emissions for different pollutants based on different vehicle types and speeds. 101 

 To discuss computational comparisons of the accuracy of the estimations with the 102 

approximation functions by applying testing a sample network. 103 

 Develop a tool that integrates the developed functions with transportation and 104 

simulation model output in order to estimate emissions for several scenarios and 105 

networks in a shorter time frame. Case studies are conducted using both MOVES 106 

and the approximation tool, and computation times are discussed. 107 

METHODOLOGY 108 

This paper’s methodology for simplified emission estimation incorporates input data to 109 

run MOVES2010b with respect to different vehicles and speeds, includes a comparison 110 

between MOVES2010b and MOBILE6 results, and a distribution fitting analysis on 111 

emission levels using approximation functions. The resulting vehicle emission 112 

approximations are then applied on network model output of a sample roadway section in 113 

New York City. 114 

Input Data Requirements 115 

Running emission analysis in MOVES requires several inputs. Some of these are network 116 

or scenario specific, and can be generated from travel demand or transportation 117 

simulation models. Others may be location or time specific, and do not change from 118 

scenario to scenario when considering analysis of the same study area. For these, default 119 

data provided by MOVES can be used. The inputs required and used to run MOVES 120 

include the following: 121 

 Link Characteristics (Link volume, length, vehicle speed, grade): Defined for the 122 

specific roadway section studied, calculated using the transportation model. 123 

 Link Sources (Type and percentage of vehicles): Calculated as the percentage of 124 

link traffic volume driven by each vehicle type, from the transportation model. 125 

 Meteorology (Temperature and humidity): MOVES default data for the specific 126 

area studied. 127 

 Age Distribution of Vehicles: MOVES default data including all vehicle types. 128 

 Fuel Supply and Formulation: MOVES default data including all vehicle types and 129 

pollutants. 130 

Vehicle Types 131 

The 13 vehicle types defined in MOVES (as opposed to 28 in the previously used 132 

MOBILE) include motorcycles, cars, different types of buses (intercity, school and 133 

transit) and different types of trucks (passenger, light commercial, single unit and 134 

combination trucks) (17). In addition to various sizes of cars, trucks, and buses, gasoline 135 

or diesel fuel types are also available for vehicles other than intercity buses and 136 

combination trucks. Although the gasoline option is available for single unit trucks, 70% 137 
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of these vehicles are operated by diesel fuel according to the MOVES database. For 138 

transit and school buses, diesel fractions are 93% and 96%, respectively (18).  139 

Pollutant Types 140 

MOVES estimates emission levels for several different pollutant types (all pollutants 141 

estimated by MOBILE plus new additions), including HC, CO, CO2, NOx, CH4, N2O, 142 

PM10, and PM2.5 (2). In this study, CO, NOx, HC, and PM10 are considered. 143 

Running MOVES 144 

In order to fit emissions approximation functions for different vehicle types from 145 

MOVES output, it is necessary to obtain emission levels for different vehicle types, fueld 146 

types, and speed levels. A link characteristics input file is created with speed values of 2 147 

mph, 5mph, 10 mph, and increasing by 5 mph until 80 mph. For lower speeds, the speed 148 

increments are specifically selected as 1 mph to capture high emission level changes 149 

whereas for higher speeds where the emission changes between speeds are low, they are 150 

chosen as 5 mph.  In the input file used to generate emissions functions, link distances 151 

and volumes are selected as 1 mile and 1 vehicle, respectively, to calculate the unit 152 

emission levels per distance and per vehicle (grams/vehicle-mile). This process is 153 

repeated for every vehicle type (cars, trucks, and buses) and for diesel and gasoline fuels. 154 

MOVES is then repeatedly run to generate emissions estimations for each pollutant. The 155 

results for each speed value and for each vehicle type are plotted to fit a curve to the data. 156 

For vehicle idling emissions, analysis is conducted with zero speed for each vehicle type. 157 

With this analysis, the unit emission levels per hour (grams/hour) are obtained for diesel 158 

and gasoline fueled vehicles. 159 

EMISSION LEVEL ESTIMATION 160 

Using the methodology provided in the previous section, we calculate emission factors 161 

using MOVES2010b given a set of input links with speed/volume/link type information, 162 

and subject to several other fixed non-network parameters (meteorology, age distribution 163 

and fuel related information). Runs are conducted with the default MOVES meteorology 164 

values for New York County, NY, and default vehicle age distribution and fuel 165 

supply/formulation information provided within the MOVES database. Runs are 166 

conducted at different speeds for different vehicle types on a typical link (Urban 167 

Unrestricted Access: all other urban roads except highways (arterials, connectors, and 168 

local streets)) to estimate emission rate vs. speed relationships. Emission rates due to 169 

vehicle idling, traffic signals, etc. are also studied extensively.  170 

 We present the emission level results from MOVES 2010b for four pollutants: 171 

CO, NOx, HC and PM10 and also provide a comparison of MOVES results with results 172 

from MOBILE the pre-cursor to MOVES. During the comparison with MOBILE, 173 

MOVES results for trucks and buses are presented as the average of the available types 174 

(sizes/buses/fuel) for simplicity. Similarly, idling results are limited to diesel fuel trucks 175 

and buses and gasoline fuel passenger cars. It is important to note that MOVES runs 176 

produce grams/vehicle-mile emission levels for moving vehicles and grams/vehicle-hour 177 

emission rates for idle vehicles. 178 
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Carbon Monoxide (CO)  179 

Carbon monoxide emissions increase when conditions are poor for combustion and they 180 

pose significant health impacts on people (19). FIGURE 1 shows the CO emission levels 181 

versus speed estimated from MOVES for different types of diesel and gasoline trucks, 182 

respectively. Combination short- and long-haul trucks are estimated to generate the 183 

largest CO levels. FIGURE 2 shows CO emission levels comparisons (MOVES versus 184 

MOBILE) for different types of vehicles. Results indicate that for trucks and buses, 185 

MOBILE generates similar values as MOVES; however for cars, the CO emission levels 186 

are lower from MOVES by approximately 50%. 187 

 188 

FIGURE 1 CO Levels from MOVES for Different Types of Trucks 189 
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 190 

FIGURE 2 CO Level Comparison for Different Type of Vehicles 191 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 192 

One of the primary sources of nitrogen oxides is motor vehicles and they have adverse 193 

effects on respiratory systems and vegetation (19). FIGURE 3 shows the NOx emission 194 

levels versus speed estimated from MOVES for different types of diesel and gasoline 195 

trucks, respectively. Results indicate that trucks that have larger sizes and more axles 196 

output higher NOx levels. FIGURE 4 shows the NOx emission level comparison 197 

(MOVES versus MOBILE6) for different types of vehicles. Comparative results indicate 198 

that NOx results are substantially different between MOVES and MOBILE, especially for 199 

lower speed values. NOx levels for diesel trucks calculated by MOVES show a critical 200 

difference, and MOBILE NOx levels for passenger cars are higher than those of MOVES. 201 

 202 
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 203 

FIGURE 3 NOx Levels from MOVES for Different Types of Trucks 204 

 205 

FIGURE 4 NOx Level Comparison for Different Type of Vehicles 206 
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Hydrocarbons (HC) 207 

Hydrocarbons include many toxic compounds that cause cancer and other adverse health 208 

effects (19). FIGURE 5 shows the HC emission levels versus speed estimated from 209 

MOVES for different types of diesel and gasoline trucks. Similar to other pollutants, 210 

short- and long-haul trucks output more HC. FIGURE 6 shows the HC emission levels 211 

comparison (MOVES versus MOBILE6) for different types of vehicles. HC levels appear 212 

to be very similar for trucks between MOVES and MOBILE; however, they are 213 

significantly different for cars. For buses, the difference is greater at lower speeds. 214 

 215 

FIGURE 5 HC Levels from MOVES for Different Types of Trucks 216 
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 217 

FIGURE 6 HC Level Comparison for Different Type of Vehicles 218 

Particulate Matter 10 (PM10) 219 

PM10 are tiny particles or liquid droplets suspended in the air that can contain a variety of 220 

chemical components that are 10 microns in diameter or less (19). FIGURE 7 shows the 221 

PM10 emission levels versus speed estimated from MOVES for different types of diesel 222 

and gasoline trucks, respectively. For diesel trucks, combination unit trucks create the 223 

highest emission levels. FIGURE 8 shows the PM10 emission levels comparison plots 224 

(MOVES versus MOBILE6) for different types of vehicles. Results indicate that PM10 225 

estimations are significantly different in MOVES. For all vehicles, MOVES results 226 

present significantly higher emission levels. 227 

 228 
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 229 

FIGURE 7 PM10 Levels from MOVES for Different Types of Trucks 230 

 231 

FIGURE 8 PM10 Level Comparison for Different Type of Vehicles 232 
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Difference between MOVES and MOBILE 233 

We apply the t-test to assess whether the emission level estimates from MOVES and 234 

MOBILE results are statistically different. The t-test compares the actual difference 235 

between two means in relation to the variation in the data. The null hypothesis in this 236 

study is that the difference between the averages of emission level estimates from 237 

MOVES and MOBILE is zero. The alternative hypothesis is that the difference is not 238 

zero.  239 

Based on the t-test, the null hypothesis is rejected; therefore the differences 240 

between the average emission level estimates shown in FIGURES 2-8 are statistically 241 

significant (T-test @ 95%) for all pollutant types. Therefore as indicated in the literature 242 

(5-13), results of MOVES and MOBILE are statistically different for all cases.  243 

APPROXIMATION OF MOVES ESTIMATIONS WITH DISTRIBUTION FITS 244 

In this section, we fit distributions for the pollutant estimates generated from MOVES for 245 

different vehicle types at several speed values. This allows for offline emission 246 

calculation and to avoid the long running time of MOVES. We use different distributions 247 

starting with power and polynomial fits, and the best fit is obtained by an eighth degree 248 

Fourier series fit. For example, FIGURE 9 shows the Fourier series fit on the CO levels 249 

for gasoline passenger cars, diesel trucks and diesel buses. As observed, fits are almost 250 

perfect fits on the CO emission levels estimated from MOVES.  251 

 252 

FIGURE 9 Example Fourier Series Fits for CO Levels 253 
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 After a thorough comparative analysis of other pollutants for all vehicle types, the 254 

Fourier series is found to best fit all pollutant estimations from MOVES. These 255 

formulations are ultimately used to input functions into a software analysis tool, Assist-256 

Me, to calculate emission levels of pollutants for each type of vehicle on a network. 257 

Coefficients are estimations for the eighth order Fourier series fits (based on sums of sine 258 

and cosine functions that can capture even the smallest fluctuations in the emission 259 

levels) of all the pollutants for different types of vehicles to fit the following equation: 260 

0 1 1 2 2

3 3 4 4

5 5 6 6

7 7

 *cos( * ) *sin( * ) *cos(2* * ) *sin(2* * )

*cos(3* * ) *sin(3* * ) *cos(4* * ) *sin(4* * )

*cos(5* * ) *sin(5* * ) *cos(6* * ) *sin(6* * )

*cos(7* * ) *

Emission Levels a a w V b w V a w V b w V

a w V b w V a w V b w V

a w V b w V a w V b w V

a w V b

    

   

   

  8 8sin(7* * ) *cos(8* * ) *sin(8* * )w V a w V b w V 
 

(1) 261 

where V is the speed on the roadway link, a  and b  are coefficients for the Fourier 262 

function.  263 

Emission Levels during Idling 264 

Traffic idling (stopping due to a traffic light, congestion, etc.) is critical for air pollution 265 

analysis since idle speeds can create a significant amount of emissions. Idling analysis 266 

based on traffic signal analysis is given in (20), which includes the calculation of 267 

emission levels based on zero speeds. Emission analysis is conducted within MOVES for 268 

zero speed for each vehicle type (cars, trucks, and buses), and the unit emission levels per 269 

hour (grams/hour) are obtained for diesel and gasoline fueled vehicles. Results of the 270 

analysis can be seen in TABLE 1 for gasoline-fueled cars and diesel trucks and buses. 271 

TABLE 1 Unit Emission Levels for Idling 272 

Vehicle  

Type 

Pollutant Levels (grams/veh-hour) 

CO NOx  HC PM10 

Cars 24.952 1.693 1.708 0.210 

Trucks 21.704 82.071 9.795 4.534 

Buses 29.959 138.646 12.457 5.123 

 These emission levels can be multiplied by the average stop time per vehicle on a 273 

roadway link, if available, to calculate the total idling emissions with respect to different 274 

vehicle types and pollutants. Large-scale travel demand models that employ equilibrium 275 

assignment may not provide stopped time output for traffic; however mesoscopic or 276 

microscopic simulation models often calculate this information on a vehicle by vehicle 277 

basis and can provide the results as an output for each network link or overall network. 278 

Integration into a Customized Software Tool: Assist-Me 279 

The developed moving vehicle emissions estimation functions and idling estimation 280 

parameters are input into a software tool, named Assist-Me, based on the C programming 281 

language. Assist-Me previously utilized simplified MOBILE6 estimation parameters to 282 

calculate emissions to network links based on the output of travel demand and simulation 283 

models. The advantages of using Assist-Me are primarily in the simple programming 284 

structure that allows for any type of input database (output from any type of model) and 285 

quick estimation of pollutants with very little user effort required. 286 
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 The next section describes two case studies that use the output of transportation 287 

network models to estimate emissions from MOVES and from Assist-Me, using the fitted 288 

approximation functions based on MOVES output.  289 

CASE STUDIES: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ON SAMPLE NETWORKS 290 

To compare the direct output of MOVES with the emissions estimated from 291 

approximation fits programmed into the software tool Assist-Me, two networks are run to 292 

estimate emissions. A micro-simulation of the 14
th

 street corridor of Manhattan, New 293 

York City is used, as well as extracted networks of the same section and from 14
th

 to 64
th

 294 

Streets of Manhattan from a macro-level travel demand model, the New York Best 295 

Practice Model (NYBPM) (21). NYBPM features a large scale network with over 50,000 296 

links.  297 

Comparative Analysis on 14
th

 Street Corridor Network 298 

To compare the direct output of MOVES with the emissions estimated from 299 

approximation fits programmed into the software tool Assist-Me, a small sample network 300 

in Manhattan, New York City is tested. The 14th Street corridor of Manhattan is modeled 301 

with the Paramics microscopic simulation software for 1 hour (7-8 am), and a similar 302 

area is extracted from NYBPM. The Paramics network features 31 links and 11,275 total 303 

vehicle flow, whereas the extracted NYBPM network features 36 links carrying 14,839 304 

vehicles. Using these networks emissions are calculated using MOVES, then emission 305 

functions estimated in the previous section are used to calculate emissions using the 306 

analysis tool Assist-Me. It is important to note that running MOVES takes almost a week 307 

in computational time whereas running the Assist-Me tool runs within a matter of hours. 308 

 FIGURE 10 compares the emissions estimated from MOVES and the distribution 309 

fits used by Assist-Me for both the micro-level and macro-level networks. It shows that 310 

the Fourier series distribution fits estimate the pollutant levels successfully, even in two 311 

different networks. The largest difference between MOVES and fit results occur for PM10 312 

estimated for the micro-model, which itself is only less than 0.008% with respect to the 313 

emission values. This analysis demonstrates that the distribution fits can be used without 314 

losing any accuracy, as compared to MOVES. 315 
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 316 

 317 
FIGURE 10 MOVES and Assist-Me Results for 14

th
 Street Network 318 

Idling Estimation (Micro-level network) 319 

This idling time parameter is defined in the Paramics network as the average stop time of 320 

all vehicles. Summing all the idling emissions for the 31 network links, we obtain the 321 

results seen in TABLE 2. These emission levels are calculated by multiplying the average 322 

stopping time on a roadway link by the unit idling emissions given in TABLE 1 with 323 

respect to different vehicle types and pollutants, by link. The high amount of pollutants 324 

clearly indicates that idling should be taken into account whenever possible. As seen in 325 

FIGURE 11, idling emissions are equal to 24% of the moving vehicle emissions for CO, 326 
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and 15%, 41%, and 12% for NOx, HC, and PM10, respectively. Note that idling emissions 327 

calculations are not possible for macro level models such as NYBPM.  328 

TABLE 2 Idling Emission Levels for 14
th

 Street Micro-Network 329 

Idling 

Emissions 

Percentage of 

Vehicles 

Stopping 

Time (sec) 

CO Levels  

(grams) 

NOx Levels  

(grams) 

HC Levels  

(grams) 

PM10 Levels  

(grams) 

Cars 87% 432 960 65 66 8 

Trucks  10% 268 69 260 31 14 

Buses 3% 241 30 139 13 5 

Total 100% 941 1059 464 109 28 

 330 

 331 

FIGURE 11 Moving versus Idling Emissions for MOVES and Assist-Me Output 332 

Comparative Analysis on a Larger Network 333 

Assist-Me is also run with the MOVES-generated distribution fits for a larger extracted 334 

portion New York Best Practice Model (NYBPM) network (21). This network covers the 335 

Manhattan street network from approximately 14
th

 to 64
th

 Streets, covering 1,103 links. 336 

Emissions are calculated for 1-hour (7-8am) for 3 vehicle types (cars, truck, buses). 337 

 FIGURE 12 shows the comparison between MOVES and Assist-Me generated 338 

approximate distribution fit results, and shows that the Fourier series distributions can 339 

estimate the pollutant levels successfully. Accurate estimation is important for large 340 

networks due to the fact that estimation error per vehicle and per mile can lead to very 341 
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large error values for high traffic volumes and large networks. As an example, we will 342 

focus on a link on 14
th

 Street with a link volume of 505 vehicles, average speed of 14 343 

mph and length of 0.14 miles. MOVES gives 6.723855 grams/veh-mile CO emissions for 344 

this link. On the other hand, the fitting approach gives 6.724306 with an error of 345 

0.000451 grams/veh-mile. However, multiplied by the number of vehicles and link 346 

length, we reach a total error value of 0.03186. Suppose the estimation was slightly off 347 

for the unit CO emissions, and we had 6.40 grams/veh-mile. This would lead to an error 348 

of 0.323855, and would add up-to 22.89 grams of CO emission error for the all vehicles, 349 

which is almost a 5% error with respect to the total MOVES CO emission result.  350 

 351 

FIGURE 12 MOVES and Assist-Me Distribution Fit Results on NYBPM Network 352 

Discussion 353 

The analysis and comparison of emission level estimates exhibit that using the 354 

approximation method dramatically increases computational efficiency without 355 

sacrificing accuracy. The t-test is used to assess whether the emission level estimates 356 

from MOVES and distribution fit results are statistically different from each other. The 357 

null hypothesis is that the difference between the averages of emission level estimates is 358 

zero, and the alternative hypothesis is that they are not zero. The differences between the 359 

average emission level estimates of MOVES and the approximations are not statistically 360 

significant (T-test @ 95%) for all pollutant types. This indicates that we can accept the 361 

null hypothesis and results of MOVES and approximation function fits are statistically 362 

indifferent for all cases. Moreover, for the comparative analysis example, the percentage 363 

difference between MOVES results and Assist-Me results for CO, NOx, HC, and PM10 364 

total emissions estimations are as follows: 0.0934%, 0.0372%, 0.58%, and 0.026%, 365 

respectively, which indicate the accuracy of the Assist-Me results using the distribution 366 

fit analysis. 367 
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 Networks from different sources and sizes are tested to compare MOVES with 368 

approximation function fits. Assist-Me approximates MOVES-generated emissions 369 

estimates for both small and large networks, and from both micro- and macro-models. 370 

Micro level analysis provides a significant improvement on air pollution studies with 371 

respect to incorporating a critical component that is often neglected, traffic idling. Idling 372 

is demonstrated to produce significant pollutant emissions, based on MOVES outputs. 373 

Most critically, the approach used in this paper provides a significant decrease in 374 

run-times which enables planners and analysts to run multiple scenarios and networks 375 

within a narrow time frame. For the larger network of 1,103 links, MOVES run time 376 

spanned several days for 4 pollutants with 4 vehicle types on an Intel Xeon X5460 377 

computer (3.16 GHz, 8 GB Ram). On the other hand, analysis results can be obtained 378 

within a couple of hours including pre- and post-processing from Assist-Me, based on the 379 

approximated fit functions described in this paper. By incorporating the distribution fits 380 

with Assist-Me software, we provide a straightforward and fast approach that can be used 381 

for large scale projects or studies with comparative analyses that require estimations from 382 

several scenarios. 383 

CONCLUSIONS  384 

This paper presents a comprehensive evaluation of EPA’s MOVES software with respect 385 

to different pollutants, vehicles, and speeds, and includes a thorough emission level 386 

calculation and distribution fitting process to facilitate easier analysis of traffic networks 387 

and scenarios. In terms of emission levels, comparative results indicate the following: 388 

 For large scale projects, it is very time consuming to run large networks and 389 

several scenarios using MOVES. Using the approximation distribution fits 390 

generated from several test runs of MOVES provides a straightforward and fast 391 

approach for emissions estimation. 392 

 The largest difference between MOVES and fit results occur for PM10 estimated 393 

for the micro-model, which itself is less than 0.008% with respect to total 394 

emissions. This analysis demonstrates that the distribution fits can be used 395 

without re-running MOVES. 396 

 As calculated statistically, there is a significant difference between MOVES and 397 

MOBILE results mostly due to updated fuel formulation within MOVES. 398 

Especially at low level speeds MOVES results are critically higher (more than 399 

100% higher levels for heavy duty vehicles such as combination and single unit 400 

trucks). This is consistent with the previous comparative work presented in the 401 

area (5-13). 402 

 Similarly, as estimated from MOVES and described in the literature, idling results 403 

in significant emissions that must be considered whenever possible. However, 404 

output parameters from transportation models necessary to evaluate idling 405 

emissions is not always available, especially for large scale travel demand models 406 

that employ equilibrium traffic assignment. This highlights an important 407 

advantage of micro- and meso-scopic networks where stopped or delay time 408 

estimates can be generated.  409 

 Integration of approximation distribution fits into the software tool Assist-Me 410 

allows for multiple analyses on several networks and scenarios in a very short 411 
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time frame. Computational time for a network of approximately 1,000 links is 412 

reduced from several days when using MOVES directly to under 1 hour using 413 

Assist-Me. This allows for analysis of multiple networks and scenarios within a 414 

short time frame, without losing any accuracy in results. 415 

Beyond linking traffic and emissions, use of our GIS-based application, Assist-Me, for 416 

dispersion models is an interesting area of future work. 417 
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